In the Glass Pet Doors with Endura Flap

Identify which pane of glass to install the pet door unit (from the outside looking in)

» If you have fixed swinging doors you can install the pet door into either of the doors.
» If it is a sliding door with the slider on the inner track the pet door would be installed into the sliding side (shown below).
» If your sliding door has the slider panel on the outside track then you would need to install the pet door unit on the stationary side to prevent the framing of the pet door from interfering with opening the slider (shown below).

GLAZIER: Measure the glass unit

» Disassemble the frame to remove the glass.
» Measure the total width.
» Measure the total height.
» Measure the total glass thickness.

GLAZIER: Determine glass specifics - tint, lo-E coating or clear glass

» If you have no coating or tinting then you would go with clear glass.
» There are two lo-E coatings offered, Cardinal 272 and Cardinal 366.
» There are also two tint options, Bronze or Grey.
» All of the glass units are dual pane, they do not offer single pane.

Figure out which pet door flap size to choose

» Measure your tallest dog from the bottom of the feet to the tallest part of the back.
» Open a people door wide enough for your widest pet to go through comfortably (with a little room on either side so they aren’t rubbing), and measure that width.
» Ideally you want the pet door height when mounted to be at least 1 in above the pet’s back.
» The minimum the pet door will be mounted from the floor is 3 ¾” plus how tall your frame is. For example if your door frame is 2” and the pet door frame adds 3 ¾” then the step over will be minimum of 5 ¼”. So your pet will have to be able to step over 5 ¾” (see right image).

Do you need an additional pet door rise?

» This would be generally for very tall pets. It would add 2” or 4” to the minimum step over height. Using our example above, adding 2” would put the step over at 7 ¾” (see right image) and adding 4” would put it at 9 ¾”. Remember that dogs may have difficulty with stepping over taller heights as they age.

Frame color choice

» Your existing frame on your sliding door is used, however the vinyl supports that hold the pet door and lower glass along with the small beading that goes around the glass can be either Beige or White.
» The pet door is always going to be White.
INSIDE SLIDERS

Pet Door needs to be mounted on the *slider*

Cannot be mounted on stationary glass

OUTSIDE SLIDERS

Pet Door needs to be mounted on the *stationary glass*

Cannot be mounted on slider

Questions? customerservice@petdoors.com